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Abstract
In the paper, a kind of one-dimensional scalar hyperbolic conservation laws with &ux functions dependent
on space variable is discussed and analyzed. A better understanding about the behavior of wave propagation
of the kind problems is presented. Especially, some su6cient and necessary conditions that ensure the unique
physically relevant solution to the Riemann problem are proposed. Because the numerical &ux obtained from
the Riemann’s solver is theoretically correct and exact to the problem, it must also be of high resolution in
its nature. For comparison, some convincing numerical examples from tra6c &ow problems are given at the
end of the paper.
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1. Introduction
We know well about hyperbolic conservation law(s) with the &ux denoted by f(u), where u is un-
known vector or variable. Much work was done concerning the wave propagation and discontinuity
and these well-known theoretical results for one-dimensional scalar equation include shock struc-
ture, Cole–Hopf Transformation, Rankine–Hugoniot discontinuity condition, etc. [9,10,20,17]. The
most remarkable fruit must be entropy condition because it guarantees a unique physically relevant
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weak solution. On the other hand, numerical schemes are designed accordingly and two prominent
requirements are upwind and high resolution in their nature [6,7,1].
The present paper discusses one-dimensional scalar conservation law with &ux denoted by f(u; x),
or more generally by f(u; a(x)), where a(x) often represents some physical quantities in such prob-
lems as tra6c &ow models [20,14–16], two-phase &ow in porous media, continuous sedimentation
[5,4], etc. The characteristics of the equation here are not straight lines and the theoretical results
mentioned before are seldom available. At the same time, a lots of e6cient schemes for common
conservation laws may be unable to straightly apply to current case. In the paper, we focus on char-
acteristics theory, entropy conditions and the Riemann problem, and try to build the corresponding
theoretical results.
The next content is arranged as follows: In Section 2, we prove the existence of characteristics and
give a thorough description of their travelling behavior. In Section 3, we prescribe conditions for the
unique physically relevant weak solution to the Riemann problem. In Section 4, the &ux generated
from the Riemann’s solver is tested through comparison with exact solutions as well as solutions
by other numerical &uxes. Application to simulating tra6c ‘bottleneck’ phenomenon [14,15] is also
given to demonstrate the capacity of capturing discontinuities by the developed &ux.
Although it is not discussed, theoretical results and the point of views in the paper can also
be applied to improving upwind schemes that are currently used to handle problems alike. The
discussion can also be advanced to corresponding discontinuous schemes with higher-order accuracy
and include the systems, which will be our topics in the soon future.
For reference, some recently developed weak solution theory about the discussed equation can be
found in [5,4,18,12,8].
2. Characteristics and wave propagation
The discussed conservation law can be written as the following initial problem:
ut + (f(u(x; t); a(x)))x = 0; x∈R; t ∈R+t ; (1)
u(x; 0) = u0(x); (2)
where R=(−∞;+∞), R+t =[0;∞) and all concerning derivatives that arise from our discussion are
assumed to be existent and continuous.
2.1. Description of 7ux function
The &ux function f(u; a) is usually related to nonlinear problems so where f is assumed to be a
concave function of u, namely
fuu¡ 0;
f and fu should also be properly bounded. Given a(x), we choose the study region of u∈ [u1(a(x));
u2(a(x))] such that
fmin = f(u1(a(x)); a(x)) = f(u2(a(x)); a(x)) ≡ C;
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Fig. 1. Description of &ux function f(u; a).
fmax = f(u∗(a(x)); a(x)) := f∗(x);
m6fu6M; ∀x∈R;
where m= inf x∈R {fu(u2(a(x)); a(x))}, M = supx∈R {fu(u1(a(x)); a(x))}, and C is constant. Besides,
we have following equivalent expressions (see Fig. 1):
fu¿ 0 ⇔ u1(a(x))6 u¡u∗(a(x)) ⇔ f is increasing with u;
fu¡ 0 ⇔ u∗(a(x))6 u¡u2(a(x)) ⇔ f is decreasing with u;
fu = 0 ⇔ u= u∗(a(x)) ⇔ f = f∗(x):
These properties will be frequently referred to all over our discussion but seldom mentioned. Because
of the continuity, the assumption ensures an important property that we label as
Proposition 2.1. Suppose f(u; a(y))¡f∗(x), then we can always 9nd ul and ur , s.t.
f(ul; a(x)) =f(u; a(y)); fu(ul; (a(x)))¿ 0;
f(ur; a(x)) =f(u; a(y)); fu(ur; (a(x)))¡ 0:
Proof. By the assumption we have f(u1(a(x)); a(x)) = C6f(u; a(y))¡f(u∗(a(x)); a(x)). Then
applying intermediate value theorem to the function f(u; a(x)) of u, we have the Nrst conclusion.
Another conclusion can be similarly proven.
Obviously, f(v; a(x)) = f(u; a(y)) has no solution for v if f(u; a(y))¿f∗(x):
Above properties can be embodied by the following problem:
(a)t + (aq()) = 0; (3)
(x; o) = 0(x): (4)
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This dimensionless equations can describe the inhomogenous tra6c &ow problem by setting
q() = (1− ); 06 6 1; (5)
where a(x) is the number of tra6c lanes, (x; t) denotes the density in a lane, and v=q()==1−
is the equilibrium tra6c velocity. let
u= a; u0(x) = a0(x)
and
f(u; a) = aq(u=a) = u
(
1− u
a
)
;
then the problem takes the form of (1) and (2). It is worth mentioning that  = 0 and 1 yield
f= fmin = 0, which implies that there is no tra6c and that the tra6c is stagnant, respectively. For
reference, [20,11,13–16] can be consulted.
2.2. Characteristics and wave propagation
Eq. (1) can be rewritten as the following form:
ut + fuux + faa′(x) = 0: (6)
DeNne the characteristic curve x = x(t) that starts from (x; t) = (; 0): dx=dt = fu and x(0) = , this
yields ODEs that involves variables t, x and u;
dx
dt
= fu; x(0) = ; t¿ 0; (7)
du
dt
=−faa′(x); u(; 0) = u0(): (8)
We Nrst deal with such a special case that fu ≡ 0 is allowed to hold continuously, and we have
Theorem 2.1. x =  (t¿ 0) is a characteristic curve if and only if
u0() = u∗(a()); fa(u∗(a()); a())a′() = 0: (9)
Proof. Suppose (9) holds, then (8) allows u = u∗(a()) and thus (7) allows x =  for all t¿ 0.
Suppose x =  (t¿ 0) is a characteristic curve, then (7) yields u = u∗(a()) and thus (8) yields
fa(u∗(a()); a())a′() = 0.
If the above assumption is not true, then Dividing (8) by (7) yields
fu du+ fa da= 0; or df = 0
and thus the ODEs (7) and (8) become
dx
dt
= fu(u; a(x)); x(0) = ; t¿ 0; (10)
f(u; a(x)) = f(u0(); a()): (11)
Eq. (11) suggests that the wave propagation keeps the &ux being a constant, but we need to prove
that the characteristics by the ODEs (10) and (11) are existent. To do that, we should be able
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to ‘solve out’ u from (11) such that the curve resulting from the substitution of u in (10) keeps
dx · fu¿ 0, provided that dt ¿ 0. In addition, the curve must be available for all t¿ 0. The curve
can be constructed piece by piece in following discussions.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose u0() = u∗(a()), we have
(i) If fa(u∗(a(); a())) · a′()¿ 0, then ∃ ¿ 0, s.t. f∗()¡f∗(x), ∀x∈ (;  + ), f∗()¿
f∗(x), ∀x∈ (− ; );
(ii) If fa(u∗(a(); a())) · a′()¡ 0, then ∃ ¿ 0, s.t. f∗()¡f∗(x), ∀x∈ ( − ; ), f∗()¿
f∗(x), ∀x∈ (; + ); and
(iii) If fa(u∗(a(); a())) · a′() = 0, then the conclusion will be dependent.
Proof. Note that f′∗() = fa(u∗(a(); a())) · a′(), we have the conclusions by the continuity of
f′∗(x).
Lemma 2.2. (i). If fu(u0(); a())¿ 0, then ∃ ¿ 0, s.t. f(u0(); a())¡f∗(x), ∀x∈ [;  + ),
and
(ii) If fu(u0(); a())¡ 0, then ∃ ¿ 0, s.t. f(u0); a())¡f∗(x), ∀x∈ (− ; ]:
Proof. Note that f∗()¿f(u0(); a()), we have the conclusions by the continuity of f∗(x).
Theorem 2.2. Given ∈R, the characteristic curve de9ned by the ODEs (10) and (11) is existent
for t¿ 0.
Proof. Our discussion follows what in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.
(i) Suppose fu(u0(); a()) = 0, or u0() = u∗(a()).
(a) Follow what in Lemma 2.1(i).
There is no solution for u in (11), ∀x∈ (−; ). Let us turn our attention to the right side
of  and set S := {x˜ |f∗()¡f∗(x), ∀x∈ (; x˜)}. By Proposition 2.1 and the assumption
of smoothness, the implicit function u := u˜(x) in (11) is existent for x∈ [; x˜). Obviously,
the solution u = u˜(x) satisNes fu · dx¿ 0 when setting dt ¿ 0. Thus the curve is existent
for x∈ [; x˜).
If S is not bounded, the curve goes with x → +∞. This tendency also leads to t → ∞
since 0¡ dx=dt ¡M implies x¡ + Mt. If S is bounded, let x = supx˜∈s {x˜}. By the
continuity of f∗(x), we have f∗(x)=f∗() and thus x=x is included in the curve. Taking
x = x and u = u∗(a(x)) as new start, the discussion continues by turning back or to (b)
or (c) (see Fig. 2(a)).
(b) Follow what in Lemma 2.1(ii).
The discussion and conclusion are similar to (a) (see Fig. 2(b)).
(c) Follow what in Lemma 2.1(iii).
First we know x =  is a characteristic curve, according to Theorem 2.1. There are other
ways for the curve to go if and only if f∗(x) increases as x goes nearby from x = ,
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Fig. 2. Typical travelling behavior of characteristics.
according to what we have discussed. If x =  is a in&exion of f∗(x), then the curve goes
the same way as in (a) or (b). If x =  reaches local maximum of f∗(x), then there is no
other curves from x =  (see Fig. 2(c)).
If x =  reaches local minimum of f∗(x), then there are two families of characteristics
from the start point (; 0). These curves go somewhere in the line x =  (Theorem 2.1)
and then turn left ((b)) or right ((a)); they are evidently smooth at the turning points
(dx=dt = 0). Because the curves in each family have the same outline, they form smooth
solution favorably wherever they go (see Fig. 2(d)).
There are also other occurrence that can be discussed accordingly. In each case, the dis-
cussion will be ended or turn back or to (a) or (b).
(ii) Follow what in Lemma 2.2(i).
Let S := {x˜ |f(u0(); a())¡f∗(x), ∀x∈ (; x˜)}, the discussion will be similar to (i)(a). If
S is not bounded, then the discussion ends with x → +∞ and t → ∞. Otherwise we set
x = supx˜∈s {x˜} and the discussion turns to (i). The wave propagation is somewhat similar to
what illustrated in Fig. 2(a).
(iii) Follow what in Lemma 2.2(ii).
The discussion and conclusion are similar to (i)(b) or (ii). Wave propagation is somewhat
similar to what in Fig. 2(b).
Finally, even though the discussion always turns to one another, the curve is able to go as far as
any given t = T . This is true because time measurement in each step is a positive constant that is
only dependent on .
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2.3. Construction for smooth solution
Theorem 2.2 (and 2.1) implies that (1) characteristics take such form as
x = x(t; ); = x(0; ); t¿ 0 (12)
and (2) wave propagation keeps the &ux unchanged and thus solution u can be distinguished ac-
cording to the sign of the wave speed. Besides, it is not di6cult to prove that the solution satisNes
(1) and (2) by eliminating  from (7) and (8) (the proof is omitted).
If 9x=9¿ 0 and thus there exists inverse function = (t; x) in (12), then a smooth solution is
guaranteed in the domain D := R× R+t . In fact, this ensures that the whole domain can be covered
by characteristics and that the curves can never intersect one another [20]. The requirement is so
strict indeed that we can only construct some simple examples. These examples will be used for
comparison mathematically but they are not necessarily occurrence in real problems. Incidentally, it
is impossible to have 9x=9 ¡ 0 for all t¿ 0. See Fig. 3.
Let a(x) = e−rx, u0(x) = a(x)0(x) = e−rx0 in the problem given by (3)–(5), where r and 0 are
positive constants, 06 06 0:5. Solving the ODEs (10) and (11) accordingly, we have
= x − 1
r
ln

1b


1−
(
er|t−ln k=r| − 1
er|t−ln k=r| + 1
)2

 ; (13)
u(x; t) =
1
erx + ker(x−t)
; (14)
where b= 40(1− 0), k = (1− 0)=0¿ 1.
We can also be convinced by direct examination that (14) is truly a smooth solution.
Before constructing other problems with smooth solutions, we give
Theorem 2.3. The characteristics of (1) are straight lines if and only if Eq. (1) takes the form
9v
9t +
9f˜(v)
9x = 0 (15)
by the transformation v= u+ g(a), where g(·) is some smooth function.
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Proof. We only need to discuss the case such that fu = 0 does not hold continuously. In addition,
the curves are not restricted by speciNc initial condition in the discussion so that any given u can
be reached somewhere in a characteristic curve. Eqs. (7) and (8) yield
d2x
dt2
= a′(x)(fuafu − fuufa) = a′(x)f2u
9
9u
(
fa
fu
)
:
If a′(x) ≡ 0, then we set g = 0 and the conclusion is obvious. Otherwise the characteristics are
straight lines if and only if it holds that
9
9u
(
fa
fu
)
= 0 or fa = g′(a)fu
for some range of a (a interval) that covers all possible values of a(x), x∈R.
We now make a inversible coordinate transformation: u= v− g(a), a= a, and it leads to
ut = vt; f(u; a) := Pf(v; a); Pf a =−fug′(a) + fa:
We have the conclusion since f(u; a)= Pf(v; a) := f˜(v) is valid if and only if Pf a=0 or fa=g′(a)fu.
Incidentally, it is easy to check fuu = f˜
′′
(v).
Theorem 2.3 is of theoretical signiNcance. It can be interpreted by the following problem:
ut + [− 0:5(u− a(x))2]x = 0;
u0(x) = 0:5 + a(x): (16)
Let v= u− a(x), then it becomes
vt + (−0:5v2)x = 0;
v0(x) := v(x; 0) = 0:5 (17)
and v= 0:5 or u= 0:5 + a(x) solves the problem exactly. This will be resolved very clearly by the
&ux given in Section 3 but not others (see Section 4), even though its characteristics are straight
lines.
General discussion for smooth solution is not to be given because it is well known that discon-
tinuities occur very frequently in the problem. The argument in this section might be helpful to
the development of weak solution theory, which will be involved in our future study. However, the
present paper only focus on the Riemann problem in the forth coming discussion.
3. Riemann problem and High-resolution numerical "ux
When u(x; t) and a(x) are allowed to be discontinuous, the Riemann problem arises as follows:
P: a(x) =
{
a−; x∈R− := (−∞; 0);
a+; x∈R+ := (0;+∞); u0(x) =
{
u−; x∈R−;
u+; x∈R+; (18)
where a± and u± are constants.
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Weak solutions to the problems could be countless, only we select one that re&ect a physical
and continuous process. Actually, the so-called ‘physical solution’ is characterized by its uniqueness
because the process itself is exclusive.
3.1. Transitional Riemann problems
We are to obtain the correct information by studying a set of transitional problems with su6ciently
smooth a(x) and u0(x):
P: a(x) =


a−; x∈R− := (−∞;−);
a(x); x∈ I := [− ;+];
a+; x∈R+ := (;+∞);
u0(x) =


u−; x∈R− ;
u0(x); x∈ I;
u+; x∈R+ :
(19)
The transitional domain D := I × R+t is so thick that we assume that the involved functions f∗(x)
and fu(u0(x); a(x)) of x are locally increasing or decreasing. Taking f∗(x) as an instance, this is
re&ected by
Proposition 3.1. If f∗(−) = f∗(), then f∗(x) is increasing or decreasing in I.
Proposition 3.2. If f∗(−) = f∗(), then f′∗(x) = 0 in I.
It is obvious that characteristics are straight lines in D− := R− ×R+t and D+ := R+ ×R+t , and that
there are two families of parallel characteristics from R− and R+ , respectively. We are now planning
to collect information in the two lines x =− and . The information should remain unchanged as
 → 0. In this way, problem (18) can reduce to how to construct entropy solution in D− and D+,
and how the solution could be unique. The discussion for so-called ‘correct information’ is deNnitely
based on theoretical analysis in Section 2.
It is natural to imagine that x = − and  should be connected by characteristics from initial
conditions, unless x=0 can be a characteristic after → 0. Following what in the proof of Theorem
2.2, all possible occurrences are highlighted below.
(1) Suppose fu(u−; a−)¿ 0 and f(u−; a−)6f(u∗(a+); a+).
It implies f(u0(−); a(−))¡f∗(−) and f(u0(−); a(−))6f∗(). This yields
f(u0(−); a(−))¡f(u∗(a(x)); a(x)), ∀x∈ (−; ) (Proposition 3.1). Therefore, the character-
istics from R− are able to reach x =  (Theorem 2.2(ii)).
The wave propagation is illustrated in Fig. 4(a). Obviously, all characteristics have the same
outline and thus they form smooth solution wherever they go. As  → 0, the process of con-
vergence follows as D → O and E → C → O. The curves from I go somewhere in EC and
may provide with rarefaction fans or be eliminated accordingly (compare with the following
section).
(2) Suppose fu(u+; a+)¡ 0 and f(u+; a+)6f(u∗(a−); a−).
The discussion and conclusion are similar to (1) (see Fig. 4(b)).
If fu(u−; a−)¿ 0 and fu(u+; a+)¡ 0, then at least (1) or (2) holds. If the both hold, we forecast
that the propagation with smaller &ux will be valid (see Theorem 3.1).
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Fig. 4. Wave propagation across transitional domain D.
(3) Suppose fu(u+; a+)¿ 0, and
(i) fu(u−; a−)¿ 0, but f(u−; a−)¿f(u∗(a+); a+); or
(ii) fu(u−; a−)6 0, and f(u∗(a−); a−)¿f(u∗(a+); a+).
In these cases, there is no characteristics from R− ∪R+ can link x=− and . But we can Nnd
those from I to do the job.
In case (i), we have a series of deductions: (a) f(u0(−); a(−))¿f∗()¿f(u0(); a()) ⇒
∃∈ (−; ), s.t. f(u0(); a()) = f∗() (intermediate value theorem); (b) f∗(−)¿f(u0(−);
a(−))¿f∗() ⇒ f(u0(); a()) = f∗()¡f∗(x), ∀x∈ [ − ; ) (Proposition 3.1); and (c) fu
(u0(−); a(−))¿ 0, fu(u0(); a())¿ 0⇒ fu(u0(); a())¿ 0 (Proposition 3.1).
Accordingly, the characteristic curve from (; 0) travels to some (; t) in the line x =  and
reaches f∗() (Theorem 2.2(ii)). Because Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 imply that f∗() is an ex-
tremum of f∗(x) or f∗(x) is constant, i.e., f′∗() = fa(u∗(a()); a())a′()=0, the new start (; t)
suggests that x =  (t¿ t) is a characteristic (Theorem 2.1) and thus it generates a family of
characteristics that turn left to link the line x=− (Theorem 2.2(i)(c)). These characteristics are
homogeneous and provide smooth solution in the most area of the domain D (see Fig. 4(c)).
As  → 0, convergence follows the process: C → D → O and B → E → O. The curves from
(; ) will go somewhere in BE and provide with rarefaction fans; the curves from (−; ) will
fulNl the same task or be eliminated accordingly (compare with the following section).
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Fig. 5. Wave propagation separated by vertical characteristic x = .
In case (ii), we have a series of deductions: (a) f∗(−)¿f∗() ⇒ f∗(x) is decreasing in I
(Proposition 3.1); (b) fu(u0(−); a(−))¡ 0, fu(u0(); a())¿ 0 ⇒ ∃˜∈ (−; ], s.t. fu(u0(˜);
a(˜)) = 0, or u0(˜) = u∗(a(˜)) (Proposition 3.1 and intermediate value theorem); (c) f(u0(˜);
a(˜)) = f∗(˜)¿f∗()¿f(u0(a()); a()) ⇒ ∃∈ (˜; ], s.t. f(u0(); a()) = f∗(); and (d)
fu(u0(); a())¿fu(u0(˜); a(˜)) = 0 (Proposition 3.1).
Deductions by (a), (c) and (d) yields the same conclusion as that in case (ii) (also see
Fig. 4(c)).
(4) Suppose fu(u−; a−)6 0, and:
(i) fu(u+; a+)¡ 0, but f(u+; a+)¿f(u∗(a−); a−); or
(ii) fu(u+; a+)¿ 0, and f(u∗(a+); a+)¿f(u∗(a−); a−).
The discussion and conclusion is similar to (3) (see Fig. 4(d)).
What left undiscussed is such a special occurrence that we cannot Nnd any characteristics to
link the lines x =− and , according to the following discussion.
(5) Suppose fu(u−; a−)6 0, fu(u+; a+)¿ 0, and f(u∗(a−); a−) = f(u∗(a+); a+).
We have f′∗(x) = −fa(u∗(a); a) · a′ = 0, ∀x∈ (−; ) (Proposition 3.2), and ∃0 ∈ (−; ), s.t.
fu(u0(0); a(0)) = 0. Therefore, x = 0 is a characteristic (Theorem 2.1) and it separates other
curves in the two sides.
If fu(u0(−); a(−))=0, then fu(u0(); a())=0 and thus x= is a characteristic (Proposition
2.2), ∀∈ [− ; 0]. Otherwise given ∈ (−; 0), we have f(u0(); a())¡f∗()=f∗(x) for all
x∈ (−; 0) and fu(u0(a()); a())¡ 0. The curves from (−; 0) have negative but increasing
wave speeds and then they will provide as rarefaction fans as  → 0. We may have similar
discussion in (0; ).
The expression fa(u∗(a); a) ·a′=0 often results from fa(u; a) ·a′=0, (∀u). In this occurrence,
the characteristics from (−; ) are also straight lines (Theorem 2.3) and the problem P has a
very nice smooth solution in the whole domain (see Fig. 5).
The information resulting from transitional problem P is available to the Riemann problem P
because it remains unchanged with → 0 and P → P.
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3.2. Riemann’s solver
Let make notes
u−0 (t) = u(0
−; t) = lim
→0 u(−; t); u
+
0 (t) = u(0
+; t) = lim
→0 u(; t);
where u−0 (t) and u
+
0 (t) are reasonably assumed to be continuous. Besides, We turn the information
into two prescriptions:
f(u−0 ; a
−) = f(u+0 ; a
+) (20)
and
fu(u−0 ; a
−)fu(u+0 ; a
+)¿ 0: (21)
After that, the discussion in this section will be independent.
Eq. (20) can also be inferred from H-R discontinuity condition,
− dx
dt
[u] + [f] = 0 (22)
as we take x = 0 to be a discontinuous curve. Eq. (21) suggests that wave propagation keeps the
sign unchanged. It should have detailed how the equality could be achieved but this would not aRect
our conclusion. In addition, we must apply entropy inequality in two domains D− := R− × R+t and
D+ := R+ × R+t , respectively, if a shock is needed, namely,
f−u := fu(u
−; a−)¿
dx
dt
¿fu(u−0 ; a
−);
dx
dt
6 0; (23)
f+u := fu(u
+; a+)6
dx
dt
6fu(u+0 ; a
+);
dx
dt
¿ 0; (24)
where x=x(t) represents a discontinuous curve from (0; 0) and its propagation speed is given by (22).
For convenience in expression, we deNne a operator $ on u± such that
(1) f− := f(u−; a−) = f($u−; a+) and f−u fu($u−; a+)¿ 0, if f−6f(u∗(a+); a+); otherwise,
$u− = u∗(a+). Besides, fu($u−; a+)¿ 0 if u− = u∗(a−).
(2) f+ := f(u+; a+)=f($u+; a−) and f+u fu($u+; a−)¿ 0, if f+6f(u∗(a−); a−); otherwise, $u+=
u∗(a−). Besides, fu($u+; a−)6 0 if u+ = u∗(a+).
It is easy to prove that $u± is existent and unique and $ can also operate on u±0 in the same way.
Theorem 3.1. Under condition (20) and (21), the Riemann problem (18) has entropy solution in
D− ∪ D+.
Proof. We consider all possible conditions given by (18) (see Fig. 6 for reference) and prescribe
u−0 and u
+
0 for each such that (20) and (21) are satisNed. Only we need to examine (23) and (24)
if a shock wave is needed. The &ux f0 := f(0; t) generated by the solution is also listed.
(1) (i) f−u ¿ 0, f+u ¿ 0, f−¡f(u∗(a+); a+), or (ii) f−u ¿ 0, f+u ¡ 0, f−6f+.
Solution: u−0 = u
−, u+0 = $u
−
0 , &ux: f0 = f
−.
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(1).i) & (3).i)
(1).ii) & (2).i)(2).ii) & (4).i)
(3).ii) & (4).ii)
fu
fu
-
+
Fig. 6. All possible conditions given by Riemann problem.
(2) (i) f−u ¿ 0, f+u ¡ 0, f−¿f+, or (ii) f−u 6 0, f+u ¡ 0, f(u∗(a−); a−)¿f+.
Solution: u−0 = $u
+
0 , u
+
0 = u
+, &ux: f0 = f+.
(3) (i) f−u ¿0, f+u ¿0, f−¿f(u∗(a+); a+), or (ii) f−u 60, f+u ¿ 0, f(u∗(a−); a−)¿f(u∗(a+); a+).
Solution: u−0 = $u
+
0 , u
+
0 = u∗(a
+), &ux: f0 = f(u∗(a+); a+).
(4) (i) f−u 60, f+u ¡0, f(u∗(a−); a−)6f+, or (ii) f−u 60, f+u ¿0, f(u∗(a−); a−)6f(u∗(a+); a+).
Solution: u−0 = u∗(a
−), u+0 = $u
−
0 , &ux: f0 = f(u∗(a
−); a−).
It is easy to examine u−0 and u
+
0 satisNes (20) and (21), according to the deNnition of the operator
$. Taking case (1) as a example, we prove (23) or (24) holds if the propagation needs a shock wave.
It is possible to form shock wave only in the domain D+ and this suggests fu(u−0 ; a
+)¿fu(u+; a+).
We have fu(u+0 ; a
+)¿fu(u+; a+)¿ 0 ⇒ u+0 ¡u+6 u∗(a+) ⇒ f(u+0 ; a+)¡f(u+; a+) in (i);
fu(u+0 ; a
+)¿ 0¿fu(u+; a+) ⇒ u+0 ¡u∗(a+)¡u+ ⇒ f(u+0 ; a+) = f(u−; a−)6f(u+; a+) in (ii).
This yields
dx
dx
=
f(u+; a+)− f(u+0 ; a+)
u+ − u+0
¿ 0:
The Nrst inequality in (24) also holds simply by applying the mean value theorem.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose the pair (u−0 ; u
+
0 ) produces entropy solution in D
− ∪ D+, then we have
(i) ∃t0¿ 0, s.t. fu(u−0 (t0); a−)¿0, i.e. u−0 (t0)¡u∗(a−), if and only if fu(u−0 (t); a−)≡fu(u−; a−)
¿ 0, i.e. u−0 (t) ≡ u−¡u∗(a−), ∀t¿ 0;
(ii) ∃t0¿ 0, s.t. fu(u+0 (t0); a+)¡ 0, i.e. u+0 (t0)¿u∗(a+), if and only if fu(u+0 (t); a+) ≡ fu(u+; a+)
¡ 0, i.e. u+0 (t) ≡ u+¿u∗(a+), ∀t¿ 0.
Proof. (i) We simply set t0 = 0 and the discussion will be similar otherwisely.
Suppose fu(u−0 (0); a
−)¿ 0, then ∃¿ 0, s.t. fu(u−0 (t); a−)¿ 0, ∀t ∈ [0; ). Let s = {t′|fu(u−0 (t);
a−)¿ 0, t ∈ [0; t′)} and we claim fu(u−0 (t); a−) ≡ fu(u−; a−)¿ 0, ∀t ∈ [0; t′). This is true because
otherwise the intersecting characteristics in D− can never form discontinuous curve that allow (23)
to hold.
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If s is not bounded, then we have the conclusion. If it is, we have fu(u−0 (t˜); a
−) = 0 by the
continuity of fu(u−0 (t); a
−), where t˜=supt′∈s {t′}. This is a contradiction because it says fu(u−0 (t); a−)
jumps from a positive constant to zero at t = t˜.
(ii) The discussion is similar to (i).
Lemma 3.2. Suppose the pair (u−0 (t); u
+
0 (t)) produces entropy solution in D
−∪D+. We claim u−0 (t)
and u+0 (t) are independent on t under conditions (20) and (21).
Proof. Suppose u−0 (t) is dependent on t. By Lemma 3.1(i), ∃t1; t2, s.t. fu(u−0 (t1); a−)¡fu(u−0 (t2);
a−)6 0. By (20), (21) and the property of f(u; a), it is equivalent to fu(u+0 (t1); a
+)¡fu(u+0 (t2); a
+)
6 0, or u+0 (t1)¿u(
+
0 (t2))¿ u
∗(a+). This is a contradiction because fu(u+0 (t1); a
+)¡ 0 yields u+0 (t)
≡ 0, ∀t ¿ 0, according to Lemma 3.1(ii). We can prove that u+0 (t) is independent on t similarly.
Theorem 3.2. Under conditions (20) and (21), the entropy solution given by Theorem 3.1 is unique.
Proof. We know very well from weak solution theory that there is no more than one entropy solution
in R− ∪ R+ so long as the pair (u−0 ; u+0 ) is given. Suppose another pair (u˜−0 ; u˜+0) is available, we
only need to prove they produce the same entropy solution or there will be a contradiction. Note
that u−0 ; u
+
0 ; u˜
−
0 and u˜
+
0 are all constant (Lemma 3.2), we have the following argument.
We only proceed the proof such that (u−0 ; u
+
0 ) = (u˜−0 ; u˜+0) is due to u−0 = u˜−0 and we assume
u−0 ¿u˜
−
0 .
If u˜−0 ¡u
−
0 ¡u∗(a
−), then we have u˜−0 = u
−
0 = u
− by Lemma 3.1(i).
If u−0 ¿u˜
−
0 ¿u∗(a
−), then we have u+0 ¿u˜
+
0¿ u∗(a
+) by (20) and (21). By Lemma 3.1(ii), there
must be u+ = u+0 ¿u∗(a
+) and u˜+0 = u∗(a
+), but the discontinuity formed by u˜+0 and u
+ violates
(24).
If u−0 ¿ u∗(a
−)¿ u˜−0 , then we have u
+
0 ¿ u∗(a
+)¿ u˜+0 by (20) and (21). We claim in advance
that
f(u−0 ; a
−) = f(u˜−0 ; a
−); f(u+0 ; a
+) = f(u˜+0 ; a
+): (25)
Accordingly, the Nrst inequality becomes u−0 ¿u∗(a
−)¿u˜−0 and it yields u˜
−
0 = u
− by Lemma
3.1(i). Because now we have u−0 ¿u∗(a
−)¿u− and f(u−0 ; a
−)=f(u−; a−), the discontinuous curve
formed by u− and u−0 is actually x = 0 ((22) and (23)). Evidently it says u
−
0 produces the same
entropy solution in D− as u˜−0 does. Similar argument also concludes that u
+
0 and u˜
+
0 produce the
same entropy solution in D+.
Now we prove (25) is true. We only need to prove the Nrst equation because of condition (20).
Suppose f(u−0 ; a
−)¿f(u˜−0 ; a
−). It implies u˜−0 ¡u∗(a
−) and this yields u˜−0 =u
− by Lemma 3.1(i).
Evidently, the wave speed of discontinuity aroused by u−0 ¿u
− is positive and this is against (23).
Suppose f(u−0 ; a
−)¡f(u˜−0 ; a
−). First we have f(u+0 ; a
+)¡f(u˜+0 ; a
+) by (20). It implies u+0 ¿
u∗(a+) and this yields u+0 =u
+ by Lemma 3.1(ii). Evidently, the wave speed of discontinuity aroused
by u+¿u˜+0 is negative and this is against (24).
It is well known that (20) is actually for conservation so that the &ux-in is equal to the &ux-out in
the discontinuity x=0. Now it is a great concern whether (21) is necessary to ensure the uniqueness
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of the entropy solution under other consideration. If it is, the solution given by Theorem 3.1 must
be physically relevant. We give
Theorem 3.3. Suppose (20) holds, u− = u1(a−) and u+ = u2(a+). We claim that condition (21) is
also necessary to ensure a unique entropy solution in R− ∪ R+ to the Riemann problem (18).
Proof. Suppose it holds that fu(u−0 ; a
−) · fu(u+0 ; a+)¡ 0. let (u−0 ; u+0 ) denotes the pairs (more than
one) such that u∗(a−)¡u−0 ¡u2(a
−), u1(a+)¡u+0 ¡u∗(a
+) and (20) holds. If shock waves must
be given in D− and D+, namely, u1(a−)¡u−6 u∗(a−)¡u−0 and u
+
0 ¡u∗(a
+)6 u+¡u2(a+),
then (u−0 ; u
+
0 ) can be su6ciently close to (u2(a
−); u1(a+)) such that
f(u−0 ; a
−)− f(u−; a−)
u−0 − u−
¡ 0;
f(u+0 ; a
+)− f(u+; a+)
u+0 − u+
¿ 0:
Pairs (u−0 ; u
+
0 ) produce diRerent entropy solutions to the problem.
That Theorem 3.3 excludes the case u−= u1(a−) or u+ = u2(a+) can be interpreted by some &ow
problems, tra6c &ow problem for instance, where velocity v= f=u¿ 0, minimum &ux f(u1(a(x));
a(x)) = f(u2(a(x)); a(x)) (≡ 0), and u is related to the density. Accordingly, u− = u1(a−) (=0)
implies that there is no mass in D− and u+ = u2(a+) (=0) implies that the mass in D+ is too
dense to be compressed. Because the &ow cannot be inverse, any adjustment for each occurrence is
impossible even though (21) is allowed to be violated.
3.3. Godunov-type 7ux as Riemann’s solver
In Theorem 3.1, the &ux in x = 0 is given and the expression is convenient in programming. It
can also take a concise form through careful handling. We give
Theorem 3.4. The 7ux in x = 0 given by Theorem 3.1 can be rewritten as the follows:
f0 := Fˆ(u−; a−; u+; a+) = min{fˆG(u−; $u+; a−); fˆG($u−; u+; a+)}; (26)
where fˆG(u1; u2; a) denotes the Godunov 7ux of f(u; a), i.e.,
fˆG(u1; u2; a) =
{
minu16u6u2 f(u; a) if u16 u2;
maxu1¿u¿u2 f(u; a) if u1¿u2:
(27)
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 3.1, actually we have
f(u−; a−) = fˆG(u−; $u+; a−) = fˆG($u−; u+; a+) in (1);
f(u+; a+) = fˆG(u−; $u+; a−) = fˆG($u−; u+; a+) in (2);
f(u∗(a+); a+) = fˆG($u−; u+; a+)¡fˆG(u−; $u+; a−) = f(u∗(a−); a−) in (3);
f(u∗(a−); a−) = fˆG(u−; $u+; a−)6 fˆG($u−; u+; a+) = f(u∗(a+); a+) in (4):
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Eq. (26) can be called the Godunov-type &ux in our problem. Direct usage of (27) and the
following Local Lax-Friedrichs &ux,
fˆLLf (u1; u2; a) = 12[f(u1; a) + f(u2; a)− C(u2 − u1)];
C = max
min(u1 ;u2)6u6max(u1 ;u2)
|fu(u; a)| (28)
will be tested for comparison with (26) in Section 4.
Let us consider occurrence that f(u; a) is convex function of u, i.e., fuu¿ 0. The transformation
v=−u yields g(v; a) := −f(u; a) and gvv =−fuu¡ 0 and thus the conservation equation becomes
vt + (g(v; a))x = 0:
If g(v; a) is characterized by what we have described in Section 2.1, all conclusions for original
equation can be transformed inversely. Corresponding expression to (26) now becomes
f0 := Fˆ(u−; a−; u+; a+) = max{fˆG(u−; $u+; a−); fˆG($u−; u+; a+)}; (29)
where the function of operator $ is similarly deNned.
Finally, if fuu=0, i.e., f=a(x)u (a(x)¿ 0 or a(x)¡ 0), both (26) and (29) are available because
they generate the same &ux by the deNnition of $:
a−u− = a+$u−; a+u+ = a−$u+:
The argument is not detailed in the present paper.
4. Numerical experiment
In this section we examine the e6ciency of the &ux given by (26). The test proceeds with the
comparison with those numerical solutions given by direct usage of (27) and (28). Most examples
are demanding with their sharp gradients of a(x) so that the capabilities to resolve discontinuities
can be well tested. To simplify the discussion, we adopt Nnite volume method (FVM) that is
only of Nrst-order accuracy [14,15]. Schemes with higher-order accuracy, Runge–Kutta discontinuous
Galerkin methods [1–3] as instances, will be developed in our future study.
Rewritten the problem as follows:
ut + (f(u; a))x=0; x∈R; t ∈R+t ; (30)
u(x; 0) = u0(x): (31)
We choose I × It = (0; 1) × (0; T ] for numerical computation. Then each partition of I is given as
follows: the control volume (or cell) Ij = (xj−1=2; xj+1=2) with x−1=2 = 0 and xk+1=2 = 1, j = 0; : : : ; k,
the cell length Uxj=xj+1=2−xj−1=2, and the node xj=0:5(xj−1=2 +xj+1=2)∈ Ij (see Fig. 7). Following
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xj-1 xj+1xj
xj-1/2 xj+1/2x-1/2 xk+1/2
1
Fig. 7. Space cell partition of (0; 1).
the steps in FVM [1,19], we obtain the numerical scheme:
un+1j = u
n
j −
Ut
Uxj
(Fˆ j+1=2 − Fˆ j−1=2); (32)
u0j =
1
Uxj
∫
Ij
u0(x) dx: (33)
Solutions given by the numerical &uxes
Fˆ j+1=2 = fˆG(unj ; u
n
j+1; a(xj+1=2)) (34)
and
Fˆ j+1=2 = fˆLLF(unj ; u
n
j+1; a(xj+1=2)) (35)
are denoted by ‘OG’ (original Godunov) and ‘OLLF’ (original Local Lax–Friedrichs), where the
&uxes are directly applied in accordance with (27) and (28), respectively. Notation ‘Godunov-type’
refers to the solution given by
Fˆ
j+12
= min{fˆG(unj ; $unj+1; aj); fˆG($unj ; unj+1; aj+1)}; (36)
which is in accordance with (26) (fuu¡ 0). Note that constant aj can be given by any a(j), j ∈ Ij,
we recommend aj = a(j) such that
u0(j) = u0j =
1
Uxj
∫
Ij
u0(x) dx:
Here aj is so chosen because the scheme will solve out unj ≡ u0j exactly if the problem is steady
(the proof is omitted). This is a favorable consistency property that is never able to be achieved by
applying (34), (35) or alike!
When (36) is applied, the discussion in Section 3.2 suggests that the stability is related to the
inequality
Ut
Ux
6 (;
where (= 0:5min{1=|m|; 1=|M |} and Ux =min{Uxj}.
4.1. Approximation to exact smooth solutions
Boundary conditions for numerical approximation are given by the corresponding exact solutions.
The Nrst smooth solution is obtained by setting f(u; a) = u(1− u=a) = 0:25 and a= 1 + er(x−0:5)2
(compare with (3), (4) and (5)). It solves out u(x; t) = 0:5[a − (a2 − a)1=2]. Comparison between
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Exact & G=type solution
OG & OLLF solution
Fig. 8. Comparison in example 1 with r = 50.
Exact & G=type solution
OG & OLLF solution
Fig. 9. Comparison in example 1 with r =−20.
approximations to this steady solution is illustrated by Fig. 8 with r = 50 and Fig. 9 with r =−20,
where Ux = 0:05, Ut = 0:0075 and T = 0:45.
The second example is given by (16) or (17), where Eq. (16) is adopted and we set a(x) =
0:5 sin 2)(x − 0:5), Ux = 0:025, Ut = 0:0045 and T = 0:45. See Fig. 10 for comparison.
The third example is to approximate solution of (13), where r=10, 0=0:2, Ux=0:025, Ut=0:0045
and T = 0:45. See Fig. 11 for comparison.
4.2. Application to traAc 7ow problem
Let the number of tra6c lanes a(x) and the density 0(x) change from (a−; −)=(3; 0:3) (x¡ 0:5)
to (a+; +) = (1; 0:3) (x¿ 0:5) in the tra6c &ow problem given by (3), (4) and (5), and this is
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Exact & G=type solution
OG & OLLF solution
Fig. 10. Comparison in example 2.
Exact & G=type solution
OG & OLLF solution
Fig. 11. Comparison in example 3.
indeed a Riemann problem. When applying numerical &ux given by (36), the problem is solved
almost exactly with −0 := u
−
0 =a
− = 0:9082482, compared with the exact solution −0 = 0:9082483.
Obviously, the problem simulate a tra6c jam due to the so-called ‘bottleneck.’ The result is shown
in Fig. 12 where Uxj=10−3, Ut=3:75× 10−4 and T =0:9. Simulation by (34) or (35) is unstable.
To demonstrate the capacity of capturing discontinuities by (26) or (36), we change the above
problem by resetting (a−; −)=(30; 0:2) (x¡0:25), (a+; +)=(1; 0:2) (x¿0:25). Numerical solution
shows that −0 = 0:9915959, compared with the exact solution 
−
0 = 0:991596. See Fig. 13, where
Ux = 2:5× 10−3, Ut = 7:5× 10−4 and T = 1:125.
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Fig. 12. Bottleneck phenomenon in tra6c.
Fig. 13. Stagnant by sharp change of a(x).
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